Creating business value,
together.

Cyber Threat
Intelligence
Visibility into your
threat landscape.

As cyber-attacks increase in frequency and sophistication, organisations turn to threat intelligence for deep insights,
so as to adopt a predictive approach towards assessing and combating attacks. While global threat intelligence
provides situation awareness of the global threat landscape, organisations in Singapore often face challenges
drawing actionable insights that are relevant and specific to their sector.
With 72% of the locally surveyed CIOs detecting more cyber-attacks as compared to a year ago, Singapore sees the
highest percentage of CIO predicting an increase in cyber-attack in the next 5 years - 11% more than the global
average1. It is more critical now than ever, for organisations to gain access to relevant cyber threat intelligence, so as
to stay ahead of impending cyber-attacks.
With StarHub’s Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI), organisations can be alerted to threats within Singapore, and be
provided with details underpinned by a real-time sectoral view. This granular insight helps organisations prioritise
resources effectively when countering or mitigating ‘real and imminent’ threats—allowing for a more predictive
security posture.

A Singapore-Centric Cyber Threat Intel

CTI anonymously extracts and
analyses network metadata from
StarHub’s enterprise traffic:

More than 1,000

anomalies detected and
analysed daily

•
•
•
•

More than 1 Billion
network packets
analysed daily

DNS requests
Source and destination IP addresses
Source and destination ports
Network protocol

Anomaly detection is based on:
• Real-time network visibility across all
enterprise data (all organisations and sectors)
• Application of machine learning models to
single out anomalies
• Correlation to Indicator of Compromise
(IoC) and threat feeds for greater
contextual information

Threat Intelligence

Bespoke information output:
•
•
•
•

• Singapore-centric threat landscape
• Full sectoral coverage, including the CIIs

Monthly / Ad Hoc reports
Threat feeds
Real-time dashboard
Emergency Security Advisory

Singapore-Centric Sectoral Threat Intelligence
Obtain insights on Singapore-centric threat attack landscape, compare attack distribution between sectors, and gain visibility
on the type of attacks prevalent in your sector to provide a holistic threat awareness.
Visibility on a national level:

Visibility on a sectoral level:

Singapore overview of real-time situation awareness and visibility

Granular view of attack types in vertical sectors
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Sector B
Attack Types

Alert Type
APT / Campaign
Botnet
Malware
Ransonware
*
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Statistics shown are for illustration purposes only

Sector C
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Threat Intelligence Visibility Dashboard
Customisable dashboard to gain deeper situation awareness of your threat environment.

StarHub Cyber Analytics - Visibility Dashboard
Date Range:
April 7, 2017 to April 8, 2017
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Elevating Your Situation Awareness with StarHub CTI

Contextual, actionable intelligence based on
Singapore landscape, which provides you
with specific information on how it will affect
your organisation and sector

Highly customisable service that works with
your existing cyber security infrastructure to
enhance threat visibility

Early warning detection on emerging
threats captured at core network exchange
level to enable proactive response against
these threats

Gain situation awareness of specific sectoral
threats affecting your sector/industry, which
helps to prioritise response resources, or
investments in prevention of specific threat
types prevalent in your sector

Why StarHub
StarHub, a leading connectivity and communications provider, delivers world-class cyber security solutions to help our
customers thrive in such uncertain environment. Our unparalleled visibility and threat response capabilities, through our
telco-centric cyber security approach, detect and mitigate threats at the network and endpoint levels. Combining
telecommunications infrastructure and network data, differentiated by big data analytics, we have developed a
comprehensive suite of scalable and customisable managed security solutions, from network, web, cloud, to endpoint as
well as security system integration and training services. Ready for today challenges, prepared for tomorrow’s world.
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